ODROID-N2

Introduction

ODROID-N2 is a new generation single board computer that is more powerful, more stable, and faster performing than N1. The main CPU of the N2 is based on big.Little architecture which integrates a quad-core ARM Cortex-A73 CPU cluster and a dual core Cortex-A53 cluster with a new generation Mali-G52 GPU. Thanks to the modern 12nm silicon technology, the A73 cores runs at 1.8Ghz without thermal throttling using the stock metal-housing heatsink allowing a robust and quiet computer.

The CPU multi-core performance is around 20% faster and the 4GByte DDR4 RAM is 35% faster than the N1. The N2’s DDR4 RAM is running at 1320Mhz while N1’s DDR3 was running at 800Mhz. The large metal housing heatsink is designed to optimize the CPU and RAM heat dissipation and minimize throttling. The CPU is placed on the bottom side of the PCB to establish great thermal characteristics.
Beginner's Guide

- Install the OS, Google Play and etc.... and **Getting Started**
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Hardware Information

Software Platform

Information

- Boot sequence
- Partition Table
Build

- U-boot
- Linux
- Android
- Buildroot

Software(OS) Release

Please read **THIS** once before you start to download and flashing S/W release on your ODROID device.

- Android
- Ubuntu
- Petitboot
- Third Party OS Images

Trouble Shooting

- COMING SOON!

Expansion Boards and Accessories

- COMING SOON!
- ODROID-N2 VESA Mount kit
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